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SÜMMARY 

The purpose of this paper is to give a short proof of the 

non-negativity of Green's functions associated with certain 

S classes of differential equations 
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ON THE NON-NEGATIVITY OP GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 

By 

P.lcharü    Bellman 

§1.     Introduction. 

Consider the Inhomogeneous equation 

(1) u" ♦ q(x)u - f(x). 

u(o) - u(l) - 0, 

whose solution can be written In tne form 

(?)      u - t/ K(x,y)f(y)dy. 
o 

We wish to examine the sign of the kernel K(x,y), which we 

shall call the Green's function of the equation, under a suitable 

assumption concerning q(x). 

This problem has been investigated by Aronezajn and Smith, 

^lj, using the theory of reproducing kernels and the result we 

shall obtain Is a special case of a general result contained in 

their paper. Since, however, the method we shall use is so simple, 

we feel tnat it is worth noting. Similar results may be obtained 

for equations of the form 

(2)      uxx * uyy f uzz * ^»i»2)" - t{*,y,z)t 

under corresponulng assumptlone, either by means of the method 

we present  here, or as consequences of the general results of 

Aronszajn and Smith. 
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§2.  Statement of Rtiulte. 

The result we snail demonstrate Is 

Theorem.  Let q(x) satl&fy the condition 

(1) Q(X) < F2 - d, d > 0, 

where w   appears as  the smalleet characteristic value of the 

Sturia-LiQuvllle problem 

(2) u" ■►    ^u - 0, 

u(o)  - u(l)   - 0. 

Then 

(3) K(x,y) 1 0 

for      0 ^ x,y ^ 1. 

§3.  Discussion. 

The condition in (2.1) asserts the negative definite nature 

of the quadratic form 

(1)     VW ♦ q(x)u)dx - L/L^*)"2 - U,2J dx- 
o o 

■ 

It will be clear from what follows that the truth of the theorem 

hinges upon this fact, which is also the basis of the abstract 

presentation contained in the paper cited. 

The corresponding result for the equation of (l.J) is 

Theorem. Consider tne Sturm-Liouville equation 
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^2^      uxx * uyy ^ uzz ^ u " 0» u(«»y»z) € D, 

u • 0,  (x,> fz) € b, 

where B _l_a tjrie boundary of the finite domain D. 

If q(x,y,z) < P, - d, d > 0, where ^. J^c the smalleet 

characteriftic value of tne problem above, tnen the Green's 

function aaeociated with the operator 

(:5)      Uxx + uyy + uz2 ^ l(
x'^z)u 

is non-positive 

The proof follows the same lines as that given for the 

one-dimensional case below.  It is clear that a variety of 

boundary conditions can be imposed. 

§**'     Proof of Theorem. 

Consider the problem of minimizing the inhomogeneoua 

quadratic form 

(1)      J(u) - / [u'2 - q(x)u2 + 2f(x)uj dx, 
o 

under the assumption of   (?.l)  concerning q(x), over all  function 

u(x)  which satisfy  t^.e conditions u(o)  » u(l)  =• 0,  and  for which 

the  integrals exist. 

The positive definite nature of the quadratic terms 

ensures the existence of a minimum which Is determined  by  the 

Euler equation,  which  Is precisely   (1.1). 

A necessary and  sufficient condition that K(x,y)  be non-poeitlve 

is  that u(x) ^0 for 0 < x ^ 1 whenever f(x) 2 0 for 0 ^ x ^ 1. 
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Suppose that  the minimizing function, ^(x),  poeseeeed an 

Interval   ^«bj   Mithin which it was positive. 

Consider now tne new function obtained from u(x)  by  retaining 

the values of u(x)   in the intervals  where u(x) ^ 0 and  replacing 

u(x) by -u(x)   in  intervale where u(x) ^ 0.    ThlB does  not change 

the value oi   the quadratic terms and decreases the  integral 

2    /    f(x)udx.     Hence we have a contradiction to  the etatemert 
o 

tnat u(x) yleldea  the minimum of J(u).    This change  Introducec 

discontinuities  in the derivative u^x)  which do not affect  the 

integrabillty of  u'^ and q(x)u   . 
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